BioWorld MedTech

The news source of record covering the latest advances in medical technology

Deeply respected and instantly recognized for 20 years, BioWorld MedTech helps senior executives build smart strategies to advance novel technologies and improve the human condition

Actionable intelligence

Deeply experienced journalists cut through the clutter to deliver unbiased, critical news and analysis for senior C-suite management, VCs, investment bankers, attorneys and consultants who serve the life sciences industry. One-on-one interviews with the sources are the starting point to provide the most up-to-date med-tech news.

- Regulatory reports help organizations navigate complex international regulatory and reimbursement systems including perspective on what regulatory changes mean for med-tech companies.
- BioWorld MedTech covers key industry conferences across the globe, providing breaking news from business and scientific sessions and behind-the-scenes activity

- As part of the Clarivate Analytics family, BioWorld MedTech news is enriched with insightful data from Cortellis, the world’s most comprehensive suite of solutions for life science professionals.

The most current news and information

With writers and editors stationed around the globe, BioWorld MedTech zeros in on key markets and emerging trends. Get the latest med tech news on:

- Product development from early to late stage
- Global regulatory updates
- Strategic alliances, mergers and acquisitions
- Public and private corporate financings
• Med-tech company advancements and setbacks
• Scientific milestones
• Profiles of new and mature med-tech firms

*BioWorld MedTech*, and its sister publication *BioWorld*, provide unbiased business-focused news for an executive audience striving to stay ahead of the curve in this fast-paced industry.

**Focused intensity on specific sub-sectors**

Every edition of *BioWorld MedTech* includes bonus coverage of these key med tech subsectors:

- Cardiology
- Diagnostics
- Oncology
- Orthopaedics
- Neurology

**We depend on [BioWorld MedTech]. All in one place, it consolidates the major clinical, technology, government policy, M&A, and financing events impacting the med-tech industry. The reporting is sophisticated and provides a window into the goings-on at key medical association meetings. It is a wonderful place to keep tabs on the latest industry currents.**

Richard S. Cohen
President, The Walden Group, Inc.

**About Clarivate Analytics**

*Clarivate Analytics* is the global leader in providing trusted insights and analytics to accelerate the pace of innovation. Building on a heritage going back more than a century and a half, we have built some of the most trusted brands across the innovation lifecycle, including *Web of Science*, *Cortellis*, *Derwent*, *CompuMark*, *MarkMonitor* and *Techstreet*. Today, *Clarivate Analytics* is a new and independent company on a bold entrepreneurial mission to help our clients radically reduce the time from new ideas to life-changing innovations.

To learn more, visit: clarivate.com/bioworld-medtech
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**North America**
Philadelphia:  +1 800 336 4474  
+1 215 386 0100

**Latin America**
Brazil:  +55 11 8370 9845
Other countries:  +1 215 823 5674

**Europe, Middle East and Africa**
London:  +44 20 7433 4000

**Asia Pacific**
Singapore:  +65 6775 5088
Tokyo:  +81 3 5218 6500
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